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Introduction  
Immunotherapy is becoming increasingly important in clinical practice being the immune-checkpoint inhibitors the first-line treatment for melanoma and lung cancer. These drugs (anti-CTLA4 and anti-PD-1/PD-L1) are able to reactivate the host T lymphocytes against the tumor providing an extremely durable clinical response. However, many challenges remain and it seems crucial to further understand the mechanisms that support the establishment of the specific anti-tumor immune response, as well as its positive or negative regulation mechanisms.  

Rationale and Aim  
It is now clearly established that the induction of cytotoxic CD8 T lymphocytes (LT) allows specific recognition and destruction of transformed cells. For the CD8 LT activation, dendritic cells (DCs) are required. There are several DCs sub-populations, each one characterized by specific features. This variability makes the immune system able of responding to a very wide dangers diversity to which an organism may be exposed. XCR1+ DCs are a particular DC subset characterized by the unique expression of the Clec9a endocytic receptor, the Pattern Recognition Receptor (PRR) TLR3 and the XCR1 chemokine receptor. This population appears to be more effective than other subpopulations of DCs in the cellular antigen cross-presentation, that represents the key mechanism of the immunological anti-tumor response mediated by CD8+ T lymphocytes (Robbins et al., Genome Biol 2008, Cohn et al J Med 2013). Several recent reports have actually shown that XCR1+ DC play a crucial role in tumor rejection in mice (Hildner et al., Science 2008). Finally, it has been shown that a high XCR1+ DCs gene signature is significantly associated with a better control of tumor progression (Broz et al., Cancer Cell 2014). Only one experience has been conducted until now exploring the predictive role in humans (Barry et al, Nat Med 2018). This work recently demonstrated that the proportion of tumor-associated XCR1+ DCs (detected by FACS) is greater in patients with metastatic melanoma responding to anti-PD-1 than in non-responders. These data do not make it possible to assert that XCR1+ DCs are necessary for the response to the immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICI) in humans, but provides a first lead that raises the interest of analyzing the functional properties of this population. Few data are available about the role of XCR1+ DCs in anti-tumor immunity in humans, mainly due to the lack of in situ methods working on paraffin-embedded samples. It seems thus urgent to find a method to identify XCR1+ DCs in situ in human cancers leading then to explore their prognostic impact and their predictive role in ICI response. In parallel, the exploitation of large cohorts of human may allow the in silico confirmation of prognostic impact of this particular DC subset.  

Experimental design
The proposal had been scheduled in four tasks:

- **Task 1.a**: *In silico* analysis about the prognostic impact of XCR1+ DC in breast and lung cancer based on their specific signatures
- **Task 1.b**: Establish overall survival correlation with XCR1+ DC infiltration by *in situ* analysis of human breast cancer
- **Task 2.a**: *In silico* analysis about predictive role of XCR1+ DCs in cancer treatments response in lung cancer
- **Task 2.b**: Establish correlation between XCR1+ DC infiltration and response to antiPD1/PDL1 immune checkpoint blockers in lung cancer patients by *in situ analysis*

**Results, Conclusions and Future Perspectives**

- **Task 1.a**: *In silico* analysis about the prognostic impact of XCR1+ DC in breast and lung cancer based on their specific signatures

We have shown the positive prognostic impact of Tumor-Associated-XCR1+ DC in overall survival across different cancer subtypes including breast and lung cancer. These data were calculated by the MCP-counter algorithm using TCGA data sets of 14 types of human cancers. The analysis was conducted on n=1090 breast cancer and n=505 lung cancer (adenocarcinoma) patients. Tumor-Associated-XCR1+ DC provided a positive prognostic impact in overall survival across different cancer subtypes including breast and lung cancer. Notably, in breast and lung cancer, Tumor-Associated-XCR1+ DC presented the higher prognostic impact compared with the other DCs subset, suggesting their central role in the anti-tumor immunity (Hubert M. et al. Science Immunology 2020).
Task 1.b: Establish overall survival correlation with XCR1+ DC infiltration by *in situ* analysis of human breast cancer

We developed an *in situ* mRNA hybridization protocol (RNAscope) to detect CLEC9A mRNA, which is specific for XCR1+ DC cells, allowing its localization on FFPE sections. This proposal will attempt to correlate patients’ overall survival with Tumor-Associated XCR1+ DCs infiltrate.

A cohort of 115 triple negative breast cancers (TNBC) with more than 10 years of clinical follow-up is under evaluation to reach this aim. To date, I analyzed the entire cohort for XCR1+ DC infiltration by CLEC9A mRNA hybridization, but also for the CD8+ LT infiltration using the Leica Bond RX automated RNAscope assay (assuring a better reliability compared to the manual test). Unfortunately, 17 of them were not evaluable due to technical issue or RNA degradation. Among the others, staining was really homogenous on the infiltrating zones in 77 cases, while it was only partially represented in 21 cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical feature n(%)</th>
<th>Whole cohort N =115</th>
<th>Homogeneous N = 77</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median age [range]</td>
<td>57.5 [19-96]</td>
<td>57 [34-91]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ductal carcinoma</td>
<td>96 (83%)</td>
<td>65 (84%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>98 (85%)</td>
<td>66 (85%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neoadjuvant CT</td>
<td>4 (3%)</td>
<td>4 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjuvant CT</td>
<td>83 (72%)</td>
<td>58 (75%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relapsed</td>
<td>31 (27%)</td>
<td>22 (28%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease free</td>
<td>84 (73%)</td>
<td>55 (71%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First, we focused on 77 cases presenting a well-represented staining (so called “homogeneous”). Their clinical characteristics were comparable with the general population. Twenty-two patients (28%) relapsed after the surgical intervention while fifty-five patients (71%) were still free from disease at time of analysis.

We performed a qualitative anatomopathological evaluation based on the counterstaining. That allowed us to classified tumors according to immune infiltrate abundance at invasion front and within the intra-tumoral stroma, the presence or scarring stroma and the principal pattern of tumor tissue organization. The Homogenous group was enriched in tumors with both an invasion front and an intra-tumoral stroma highly infiltrated.
compared to the general population (64% versus 54%). Due to technical issues (e.g. Weak counterstaining, target staining huge variability, deposits huge variability…) the automatic counting by the HALO™ image analysis software was challenging and most of the time not feasible. Consequently, we started a manual counting, randomly selecting 8 field of 1mm² each on the homogeneous cases. To date 26 of the 77 cases were analyzed reporting the counting field position (invasion front of intra-tumoral area), the CD8+ cells and the CLEC9A+ cells density along with the percentage of CLEC9A+ and CD8+ cells that are in close contact with CD8+ cells. A strong correlation between CD8+ cell/mm² and CLEC9A+ cell/mm² was found (r correlation 0.4330). Interestingly, tumors with different anatomopathological characteristics seemed to have a slightly different correlation pattern. Consequently, these features have to be take into account in the final analysis. Indeed, in tumors with massive infiltrated the correlation is stronger than in tumor not infiltrated.

We launched an automated counting by the HALO™ image analysis software of CD3+ cells stained by immunofluorescence on a separate and sequentially cut slide for each patient. This information will allow us to normalize the CD8 counting on the selected fields and to get more robust the anatomopathogical classification. Finally, 45% of cDC1 were found in close contact with CD8+ cells, suggesting a direct interaction of these two immune populations.

### Table: Anatomopathological description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anatomopathological description</th>
<th>Whole cohort N = 115</th>
<th>Homogeneous N = 77</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IF highly infiltrated and IT highly infiltrated</td>
<td>63 (54%)</td>
<td>50 (64%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF poorly infiltrated and IT poorly infiltrated</td>
<td>15 (13%)</td>
<td>5 (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF highly infiltrated and IT poorly infiltrated</td>
<td>18 (15%)</td>
<td>12 (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF poorly infiltrated and IT highly infiltrated</td>
<td>17 (14%)</td>
<td>9 (11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP: well delimited tumor areas peripherally infiltrated</td>
<td>42 (36%)</td>
<td>23 (32%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP: tumor areas massively infiltrated</td>
<td>72 (62%)</td>
<td>52 (67%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scarring stroma high</td>
<td>47 (40%)</td>
<td>27 (35%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scarring stroma poor</td>
<td>66 (57%)</td>
<td>49 (63%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IF: invasion front, IT: intra-tumoral stroma, PP: Principal pattern

Task 2.a: In silico analysis about predictive role of XCR1+ DCs in cancer treatments response in lung cancer

After an accurate literature revision, no public RNAseq data coupled to clinical information were found so far for immune checkpoint treated lung cancer patients. To explore the XCR1+ DC predictive impact, we decided to launch a retrospective trial called LUNG-PREDICT [NCT04069442] to form a cohort of NSCLC patients treated with immune checkpoint inhibitors (n=60) or chemotherapy (n=30) in first-line. Patients meeting inclusion criteria were selected in 6 oncologic centers and their samples availability is under evaluation by local pathologists. Samples will be used for *in situ* and
RNAseq analysis providing an exhausting multiparametric portrait to correlate with patients’ outcome. The chemotherapy group will be used as reference for outcome comparison. This study will allow us to explore XCR1+ DC prognostic and predictive role in NSCLC taking into account other immune infiltrate and tumor characteristics that have already been showed having a prognostic or predictive impact on human cancers. Moreover, we will validate the results on a larger cohort in collaboration with the Curie Institute (Paris). The Curie Institute, is actually collecting three prospective cohorts of advanced NSCLC patients [ALCINA [target = 120 patients], PLASTICITY [target = 60 patients] and ONCOSPINE [target= 180 patients]] treated with ICP during their history of disease (mainly in second line). These patients are characterized by RNAseq and WES (Whole Exome Sequencing) and their genomic and clinical data will be available to reach this aim. The LUNG PREDICT cohort will be however more informative because of homogeneity in term of line of treatment (only fist-line immune checkpoint inhibitors allowed) and sample collection timing (only samples collected within the 6 months before the start of checkpoint inhibitors are allowed and patients do not have received any treatment between the sample collection and the immune checkpoint inhibitor starting). Call for funding was also submitted for RNAseq analysis of the LUNG PREDICT cohort (decision pending).

Task 2.b: Establish correlation between XCR1+ DC infiltration and response to anti-PD1/PDL1 immune checkpoint blockers in lung cancer by in situ analysis

We will explore the predictive impact of XCR1+ DC infiltrating human cancer through the in situ analysis of the LUNG PREDICT cohort. We identified another method to test the XCR1+ DCs in situ by IHC assay on FFPE samples. However, combining the anti-XCR1 staining by immunofluorescence and the anti-CLEC9A probe to verify the XCR1+ DC antibody specificity, we found that all CLEC9A+ cells express the XCR1 marker. Thus, XCR1-antibody can be considered as a valid and cheaper alternative to the ISH for XCR1+ DC detection on FFPE samples on future cohorts. This allows us to developed a pan-DC multi-immunofluorescence panel including XCR1, CD1a, BDCA2, DC-Lamp and CD8 on tonsil, lung and breast cancer tissue. The in situ analysis on the LUNG PREDICT cohort will also include another multi-immunofluorescence panel with CD4, CD8, CD19, CD56, CD68, FOXP3 and cytokeratin already available at the CRCL.

Slides will be scanned using an automate nanoozoomer S360 Digital slide scanner (Hamamatsu Photonic) and quantification analysis will be performed using Halo™ Image Analysis Software (Perkin Elmer). Thanks to this software we will be also able to analyze the distance between XCR1+ DC and other immune cells or tumor cells in situ using the nearest neighbor method. These data, merged with the transcriptome data obtained by RNAseq on the same samples, will provide an exhausting multiparametric portrait. Patients will be classified as XCR1+ DC-positive if infiltrated by XCR1+ DC according to RNAscope test and/or if enriched in XCR1+ DC signature (mscore ≥ 20) according to the RNAseq analysis. Conversely, they will be defined as XCR1+ DC-negative if no XCR1+ DC will be detected on FFPE sample by RNAscope and if they will be not XCR1+ DC enriched according to the transcriptome data. Clinical outcomes of these two groups of patients will be compared to attend primary and secondary objectives of the study as detailed below.
This study will allow us to explore XCR1+ DC prognostic and predictive role taking into account immune infiltrate and tumor characteristics. Those data would represent the proof of concept about the XCR1+DC role as biomarker in human cancers driving future developments in this field.
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Publications under review:
1. E. Gobbini, L Bertolaccini, N Giaj-Levra, J Menis, M Giaj-Levra. Epidemiology of oligometastatic NSCLC. Invited article under review for Translational Lung Cancer Research

Selection of Courses and Workshops Attended During the Fellowship

1. Master 2 program in "Biology of Cancer" at Lyon 1 University and Cancer Research Center of Lyon (2019)
2. Multiple Departmental Seminars on various immunology issues at the Cancer Research Center of Lyon
3. Multiple educational French events on oncology field
4. ESMO 2019 and 2020 (Virtually)
5. WCLC 2019 and 2020 (Virtually)
6. AACR 2020 (Virtually)
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